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Dog-ed Scotland are delighted to announce that Peter Neville and Robert Falconer-Taylor will be running a weekend behaviour seminar on 6th & 7th October 2007 at The Burnside Hotel, Rutherglen, Glasgow.

Peter and Robert will be talking about the 'Seven Emotional Systems of Animal Consciousness'. This includes amazing new findings in mammalian emotional systems.

Peter Neville DHc BSc(Hons) & Robert Falconer-Taylor BVetMed, DipCABT, MRCVS

Veterinarian Robert Falconer-Taylor and Dr Peter Neville of COAPE will refresh and expand on the EMRA system for the treatment of behaviour problems in pets first introduced to the group in 2005 and introduce amazing new findings on mammalian emotional systems. This seminar will be case-led with real case histories captured on film.

Subjects being covered over the weekend include:
- The seven emotional systems of animal consciousness – startling new insights into animal minds
- Separation Related Disorders, Fears and phobias
- Routine behaviour in household situations
- The role and application of pharmacology in Canine Behaviour Therapy
- As well as some amazing Aggression cases.

Ticket application form

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
Post code _________________________
Contact number ____________________

Tickets requested:
Number of tickets (£45) ______________

Sunday 7th October 2007.
Number of tickets (£45) ______________

Saturday & Sunday-double ticket
Number of tickets (£75) ______________

Total amount payable ______________

Please make cheques payable to Lynn Barber
Lunches and refreshments will be provided.

Please state if you have any special dietary requirements

Timings for Saturday and Sunday will differ…
Registration both days from 9.30am.

Coffee break mid morning.
Lunch on both days at 1.00 pm.
Coffee break mid afternoon.
Saturday finish at 5.00 pm.
Sunday finish at 4.30 pm.

Please send ticket application with payment to:

Dog-ed Scotland
1 Kingsway Tce
Dundee
DD3 8JU

Timings for Saturday and Sunday will differ…
Registration both days from 9.30am.

Coffee break mid morning.
Lunch on both days at 1.00 pm.
Coffee break mid afternoon.
Saturday finish at 5.00 pm.
Sunday finish at 4.30 pm.

Dog-ed Scotland
Education for dog owners and trainers in Scotland
Peter Neville DHc BSc(Hons)

Peter lives in Salisbury, England and has been in practice for the treatment of behavioural problems in pets for over fifteen years. Peter established the behaviour referral clinic at the Department of Veterinary Medicine, Bristol in 1990. He is now a Visiting Scholar at Ohio State University in the USA and is a speaker in high demand at veterinary and behaviour meetings around the world.

Peter is a companion animal behaviour consultant to Nestlé Purina PetCare in the UK and other commercial interests. He is the author of the internationally best-selling books: 'Do Cats Need Shrinks?' and 'Do Dogs Need Shrinks?' and of many other books, videos and scientific papers on feline and canine behaviour.

Peter is also a Director of the Centre of Applied Pet Ethology (COAPE), an educational body offering a range of courses in animal behaviour to Diploma level and the European licence holder for the patented Gentle Leader Headcollar training system for dogs. He also leads 'behind the scenes' special safaris to observe the behaviour and study the ecology of species such as the African hunting dog, lion, elephant and cheetah in South Africa, and the wolf in Europe.

Robert Falconer-Taylor BVetMed, DipCABT, MRCVS

Robert qualified from the Royal Veterinary College in London in 1981 and first went into mixed veterinary practice and then into exclusively companion animal practice. He has also spent time in industry as a management consultant and IT specialist and as a trainer to the veterinary and allied professions. He is currently based at a busy small animal practice in West Sussex where he divides his time between regular veterinary clinical work and a behavioural referral practice, as well as regular teaching, lecturing and writing. He is the Veterinary Consultant to COAPE and tutor on the internationally renowned Coape Diploma course ‘Practical Aspects of Companion Animal Behaviour and Training’